
Recycling and Waste Reduction Survey 
 

1. My biggest challenges to recycling materials that are not picked up curbside or in my building 

include: (select up to three main challenges) 

Respondents: 495 

Choice Percentage Count  

Transportation to recycling depots / 
drop-off locations 

48.48% 240 
  

Location/proximity of recycling depots / 
drop-off locations 

60.81% 301 
  

I don’t know what items are accepted 
at what locations 

18.99% 94 
  

Cleaning materials for recycling 6.46% 32   

Sorting materials for recycling 11.52% 57   

I don’t have space to store recyclables 
until I can get to a depot 

37.37% 185 
  

Other – please specify 11.11% 55   

I don’t find it challenging to recycle 11.31% 56   

Total 100% 495  

 

# Other – please specify 

1 Cooking oils 

2 Apartment dweller 

3 
I volunteer to recycle glass,styrofoam,plastics at my strata weekly but my old bones don’t want 
to drive everywhere to drop things off nor go wait for trains going and coming back to the new 
depot 

4 Current location is great but not the new location in coquitlam 

5 Reduce my carbon foot print 

6 issues will arrise once the depot moves out of New West 

7 my building does not accept glass so it becomes a lot to store in a studio apartment 

8 Large volumes 

9 Glass not accepted 

10 Finding Drop off for Extra garden refuse. 



11 Garden waste 

12 
why all Cities in GVA recycle glass and NW doesn't. I lived in different Cities and had to go to 
depot only for oversized garbage. Now I have to visit it every month. 

13 Once the depot is gone, recycling location will be the most difficult 

14 
Do not want to drive to other city too much time and gas. New West should keep recyle depot in 
New West 

15 Dont have time to run around to different locations 

16 Time 

17 recyling programs for condos are not condusive to people with no vehicles 

18 
Taking the recycling depot away will revert to more items being thrown into the garage as it isn't 
easy to recycle 

19 
Having a council that says they are environmentally sensitive but don't follow through with 
action. Compare Gibson recycle center with a population of 4605 and New West at 71,000. This 
is embarrassing. Get with it council!!! 

20 Remembering to take them when i go to the places that will accept them 

21 
The lackmof glass collection.  It must NOT end up in people's garbage.  As well, the potentislmfor 
illegal dumping. 

22 
Glass.  I believe people will just dump it in their garbage AND large appliances might also be 
dumped. 

23 glass & metal, appliances etc 

24 I'm the only one in my household willing to take the time to drop glass, batteries, light bulbs off. 

25 
Glass going into the garbage, large appliances might be dumped, green waste like branches 
might be dumped in laneways, etc. 

26 
I answered this question with the use of our current system. Once the depo closes my issues are 
location. 

27 Seeing contamination in bins 

28 time required to deliver recyclables to drop-off locations 

29 
Time required to get to the new facility which is located on the wrong side of a very busy 
commenter corridor is definitely a barrier to recycling to many NW residents. 

30 Concerns about traffic congestion on way to new depot location 

31 traffic and train congestion on routes to the new depot location 

32 Styrofoam is not recycled at my building 

33 I have no problem. I can walk and drop off small quantities.Easy to access 

34 Large volumes of yard waste insuring spring and fall. 

35 Pick-up does not accept plastic bags or glass or styrofoam 

36 My building does not have enough of the right recepticals 



37 Unintended consequenses 

38 Having the depot in proximity to services I usually frequent, ie not out of the way 

39 glasses not accepted at my building 

40 Going outside city to recycle 

41 Going outside city to recycle 

42 the extra time it takes out of my day 

43 too time consuming 

44 We should be able to have access within our city so it shouldn’t be a challenge to recycle at all. 

45 The fact that we shouldn’t have to worry about not being able to go to our own facility to recycle 

46 don't deal with glass or styrofoam 

47 No challenge to sort & drop at present recycling depot 

48 City does not want to recycle, why do i? 

49 
Currently it is not a problem recycling items that are not included in the curbside pickup, but 
relocation of the depot to Coquitlam will maje it much more inconvenient and difficult. 

50 lightbulbs/batteries & glass bottles/jars and styrofoam 

51 Not accepting glass/electronics/styrofoam 

52 
The recycle depot does not need to be moved out of New West. Wake up and listen to the 
residents. Your response will be reflected at next election!!!! 

53 no glass pick up 

54 To recycle you need a local convenient one location. 

55 Hours/days open of depot 

 

2. The materials I find most difficult to recycle include: (select up to three most difficult) 

Respondents: 490 

Choice Percentage Count  

Glass 55.31% 271   

Styrofoam 58.98% 289   

Yard waste (green waste) 11.84% 58   

Plastic bags (soft plastics) 41.43% 203   

Flexible plastic packaging 33.88% 166   

Batteries 20.20% 99   



Lightbulbs 16.73% 82   

Other – please specify 13.47% 66   

Total 100% 490  

 

# Other – please specify 

1 Cooking oils 

2 None 

3 Hardware 

4 None 

5 Larger batteries 

6 Cooking oil 

7 Electronics 

8 bear spray - we have been trying for months to find a place to recycle the cylinders 

9 Large cardboard 

10 Used wood, concrete, ashphalt 

11 multi-material items ie plastic and fabric 

12 bacon fat 

13 metal, paint 

14 Electronics 

15 electronics 

16 Assorted metallic items 

17 Assorted metallic items 

18 All of the list once th NW depot is closed 

19 GLASS!!!!!!!!! 

20 metal 

21 Appliances 

22 Could add glass to curbside 

23 Paints, bulbs, packing material that does not fit in the blue bin 

24 
Really everything on this list. We take pains to amass then and take them to the existing depot in 
a regular basis. 



25 This is all made easy with the current situation 

26 
This survey whitewashes the key issue of closing our New West Recycle Center. Council needs to 
act responsibly. Look at Carbon emmissions that will result from your poor decisions about 
closing our recycle center 

27 textiles 

28 All of the above when the depot moves. 

29 The items we can’t recycle in our blue bins, we take to New Westminster recycling depot! 

30 metal and aluminum foil 

31 Crinkly plastic, small electronics 

32 metal 

33 Hard Plastics 

34 I don’t recycle any of these except yard waste 

35 wood, unusual metal (not cans) 

36 Motor oil 

37 Cardboard 

38 Metal items 

39 Organics 

40 sewing scraps 

41 Glass 

42 various solvents 

43 fabric 

44 
At certain times of the year we must make several trips to the recycling depot when there is a lot 
of yard waste. We also drop off all of the above weekly because it’s not picked up curbside. 

45 Everything 

46 Old Appliances beds 

47 Containers, yard stuff:ie: old hoses,etc 

48 Metal scrap 

49 Electronics 

50 Cardboard 

51 Solvents 

52 Cardboard 



53 Plastics 

54 Batteries 

55 child carseat 

56 oil 

57 all items that cannot be put in the blue box 

58 everything that can't go in the recycle cart 

59 Cardboard 

60 Not difficult at present time 

61 propane tanks 

62 Dirt,rocks,hazardous waste 

63 These items are not a problem at our current location!! 

64 household chemicals or cleaners etc. 

65 packaging with glitter 

66 wood or lumber 

 

3. Keeping in mind that the depot must close to accommodate construction of the new aquatics 

and community centre, and an alternative depot will not be established within City limits – 

what’s one thing the City could do to make recycling of materials not currently collected curb-

side easier / more convenient for all New Westminster residents? 

Respondents: 422 

# 

3. Keeping in mind that the depot must close to accommodate construction of the new 
aquatics and community centre, and an alternative depot will not be established within City 
limits – what’s one thing the City could do to make recycling of materials not currently 
collected curb-side easier / more convenient for all New Westminster residents? 

1 Location and possibly more sites 

2 Make sorting much easier 

3 Have mobile depots in new westminster 

4 Have it in the city only or increase the items for pick up 

5 Accept glass 

6 Create another recycling depot in New West!! 

7 Not move this depot 



8 Extend curb side to collect styrofoam and glass and have a depot in new west again 

9 Have it done every week 

10 
Build one in the city creative engineering could put one in the corner of queens park below the 
lodge  entrance lane  off mcbride exit too  6th dig it into the hill roof the area with a green foot 
so From the park  it still appears as park us proper moss that is more friendlier than trees 

11 Encourage apartment to have more recycling options 

12 
Support for organizing glass, plastic bags and styrofoam at our house until we can get it to the 
depot - perhaps selling coloured bin systems, or other means 

13 Add soft plastic and styrofoam 

14 Set up a few  more recycling locations in town 

15 Make glass accepted by the blue bin pickup 

16 Keep our new Westminster depotas it is 

17 Inform about other recycling places 

18 Stay in new westminster 

19 Establish another permanent recycling depot like every other civilzed city 

20 
Spend the money on new NW site or use western parking lot in Queens Park; go to Gibson’s BC 
and see how a smaller community outshines NW and the council 

21 Keep the depot 

22 Collect more items at curb side. Like glass and soft plastic bags 

23 My MOST IMPORTANT ISSUE is Separate glass collection bins for ALL residences 

24 Have a new west location 

25 
It is absolutely stupid and ridiculous that our recycling depot is closing and no alternative 
location is being set up in our city. We are expected to drive a much farther wait for trains in 
order to recycle. 

26 Expand curb side pick-up 

27 Temporary recycling depot 

28 Electronics 

29 
If you are allowing a product to be sold in city limits, you should have a means of responsible 
disposal in city limits. 

30 Enhance curb side and apartment pick up 

31 Set up recycling facilities locally within malls, community centres, etc. 

32 Have a curb side pickup of glass containers and styrofoam 

33 Pick up in blue boxes curb side 



34 City council resign 

35 Pick up heavier duty items, furniture computers etc 

36 Pick up everything 

37 
Don’t remove the best option and then ask for suggestions, Just ask what we feel would best 
serve the community . 

38 Pickup everything that the depot can take 

39 No problem 

40 A place for glass bottles, plastic bags and styrofoam in city 

41 Keep a recycling depot within the municipality 

42 Maybe have regular temporary drop off centres around the city 

43 Try to keep it open.  Use truck trailers? 

44 Build another similar depot in New West (not Queensborough) 

45 Have bins at grocery stores for food packaging like glass and soft plastics. 

46 Pick up soft plastics 

47 
Retain a permanent recycling location in New West, perhaps a location that is smaller(without 
the area currently required for the large fGreen waste items) 

48 Not sure 

49 A new depot site. Green waste in the park and recyclables at the site off ninety avenue 

50 Additional drop offs at grocery stores where most of the packaging comes in. 

51 More items accepted like plastic bags 

52 Have bins at grocery stores so people can put grocery packaging in a convenient and close place 

53 Set up a new location for glass and cardboard 

54 Establish more locations 

55 Reconsider having a recycling depot 

56 
The fact there won’t be a depot in New West is making recycling more difficult whether you 
want to mention it or not plus an increase in greenhouse gases to travel to a more distant 
depot%. 

57 Provide an alternative recycling depot within the proximity of new west 

58 Have a location that would collect plastic bags and non refundable glass bottles and jars 

59 Open another site In NW 

60 Fine 



61 

Add a glass pick up for mult-family; central places to drop off the most common added 
recyclables that are not collected curbide - such as malls, community centres, places where 
people are visiting anyway so not making an extra trip.  This is a walkable city, encourage 
walkability. 

62 Expand what is collected curbside. 

63 regular pop up sites in all areas of the city 

64 Find a place to keep the depot local or on a bus route. 

65 Pop up temporary drop of stations that rotate around the city 

66 styrofoam drop off 

67 
Have a pop-up recycling centre 3 times a year so we can recycle the items that can't go into our 
curbside containers 

68 Start collecting them 

69 

Use the space by the Bernie Leggie theatre for glass plastic stirofom recycling. Provide larger 
"garbage" containers so that we can put recyclables in garbage. We are probably doing more 
environmental damage by buring fosil fuels, waiting in line on Braid and Brunnet to cross the 
Baily bridge and then waiting at the recycling center to dispose of o 

70 More options for curb side pickup. All the things we were able to drop off at the depot 

71 im just unsure of what i can take where 

72 
provide flexible plastic, soft plastic, and styrofoam bins to all residents in their home instead of 
having residents go to the recycle depot 

73 Have scheduled pickups of odd items like used furniture and mattresses. 

74 Allow for more materials to be placed in curb-side recycling, like plastic bags. 

75 the city should have discussed with residents before 

76 rebuild a depot in a convenient location 

77 

I think it’s ridiculous it’s getting shut down at all. Extremely dumb and will reduce people 
recycling exponentially. The city could pick up all soft plastic/glass/yard wAste/etc that currently 
is recycled at the depot and do the leg work for us, not make us drive to Coquitlam to recycle, 
because the vast majority of people won’t do that. 

78 ship the waste to Asia 

79 
Have cardboard bins & styrofoam bins available across city locations (Community Centres) 
permanently.  Not 1 major centre, but spread out to avoid overcrowded bins. 

80 Collect more / different items, such as soft plastics, styrofoam & batteries 

81 
Include curbside pickup of soft plastics or have collection bins placed somewhere throughout the 
city. 

82 
Put bins in parks or public areas for people to use, pick up more items in curbside bins, increase 
the frequency of recycling pickups. 

83 
establish bylaws which make businesses which create waste responsible for collecting and 
disposing of recyclables in a sanitary and organized manner. For example, coffee shops should 



have clearly labelled bins for the different materials which are disposed of. Retail outlets should 
accept the cardboard containers in which products are sold. 

84 pop up recycling within city limits once a week 

85 Strategically place bins for batteries, styrofoam etc in grocery stores....drug stores...malls... 

86 New depot location - there are plenty of spaces within city limits 

87 
It’s ridiculous to frame it this way. If you want people to recycle then make a place for it to 
happen 

88 Have a permanent place to drop it off. 

89 Collect it curbside!!! 

90 Accept glass like other municipalities such as Burnaby 

91 Collect glass 

92 
Not having a recycle cnebtr within city limits is a poor excuse at best. Shame on council for 
supporting this decision 

93 Open a nice big Return-It depot within city limits 

94 make it clear exactly what is recyclable and exactly what recycling centers are accepting 

95 Pick up glass curbside. 

96 
The council MUST correct this mistake and reestablish a convenient recycling depot! You did not 
consult us on this important decision. 

97 
The city must correct a BIG mistake and reestablish a central recycling location! You did not 
consult us with this decision. 

98 More small scale locations for drop off within civic facilities 

99 Small drop off locations - eg plastic bag and flexible plastic bins in various locations. 

100 Ban single use plastics and provide low cost alternatives 

101 Install collection bins for glass similar to those used for books and clothing 

102 provide curbside pickup of those items (glass, styrofoam, increased yard waste) 

103 
Have a place where soft plastics and glass could be recycled that’s close for many that have no 
trucks or cars. 

104 
Our depot should never have been closed.  NOT ECO Friendly driving to Coquitlam!!!!!!!  And I 
have been a frequent user of the Canada  Games Pool for 40 years.      There were options rather 
than closing the Recyle Depot. 

105 The items the city doesn’t take should at least be in one location within the city to drop off 

106 Provide a guide to where to take things 

107 pick up more stuff on curbside 

108 
Add more “streams” to curb side pick-up — ie glass, soft plastics / also - more green waste for 
garden refuse in fall & spring (ie branches, etc) 



109 
If the city isn't replacing the recycle centre, accept glass as part of curbside p/u - which used to 
happen 

110 Seasonal pick up of depot items and taking items them to the depot 

111 

Consult with Vancouver recycling department and adopt their rules on City level.  It's a weird and 
unpleasant surprise to find out that I must go to recycling depot on a regular basis as a norm to 
recycle glass jars. I lived in Burnaby, Delta, Richmond, Vancouver - and I visited recycling centers 
only twice to drop off old pieces of furniture. 

112 
Use social media to remind us when and where to recycle items. Have a strong and positive 
presence, make it fun not condescending 

113 Collect more at curb-sides? 

114 have drop off centre for all except green waste 

115 Accept glass, styrofoam, plastic, batteries and lightbulbs in the cubside. 

116 have a permanent location for glass recycling or regular pop up glass recycling station 

117 
Implement innovative program where collection of these items is devolved to private parties (eg: 
binners).  I know cost may be involved for service users but how about grant funding a pilot? 

118 
Jump into a pilot collection scheme with private service provider (binners) as has been tried 
elsewhere 

119 Collect soft plastics, flex packaging, glass and styrofoam curbside 

120 set up a corner of a parking lot for a recycling centre like Edmonton does 

121 pop-up recycling events are great 

122 

In these times it is important to keep recycling easy and close to the city you live in. It is not 
reasonable to move recycle  depot out of New Westminster. We do pay taxes and we are all 
trying to do our part for our planet earth. Driving around to some other city is not right. Too 
many cars, too much extra gas being burned. Get it together and th 

123 
Add a once a month curbside pickup for items not currently allowed in existing blue and green 
bins 

124 
New West resident only days at new facility, so we aren't waiting to get into the the facility to do 
our recycling 

125 

You need to find something central in New West like the existing facility. This move will drive the 
wrong behaviour in some was they simply dump recycling the garbage or somewhere else. The 
move will increase car driving in a city that has made it clear they want to stifle car use. this 
move will increase the Carbon footprint of re-cycling 

126 Occasional ‘pop up’ recycling centres 

127 
Use a variety of media platforms to communicate where materials can be recycled as well as 
ideas for reducing packaging. 

128 Reinstate the old depot, there is room right where it was. 

129 Have these picked up curb side. Have a local drop off centre. 

130 
By collecting more materials curb-side, especially soft plastics because they make up a large part 
of plastic use. It would also be great if the city could advertise the recycling facilities in stores 
more (such as Save on Foods) so more people know that they can bring their recyclables there. 



131 
The city needs to START PICKING UP ALL recyclables curbside or the items not permitted in the 
blue bin will be thrown in the garbage.  It is not realistic to expect the average resident to go to 
Coquitlam 2-3 times per month simply to recycle.  It won't happen, period. 

132 Collect more at curbside 

133 Have occasional pop-up depot times/locations, and/or occasional curb-side recycling sweeps. 

134 for condos...collection of yard waste, glass, soft plastics and cleaners (household, garage, car etc) 

135 for condo's we need the city to broaden their pickups. Eg glass, batteries etc 

136 accept more items in blue bins 

137 
The best solution is to put up a new depot beside the new animal shelter. Barring that, create 
regular drop-off schedules where the city could collect items from all households and transport 
them to the Coquitlam facility. 

138 Do not move the current recycling center 

139 start collecting an expanded amount of materials at the curbside 

140 ALLOW TO DISPOSE RECYCLABLES IN BLUE BIN THAT IS CURRENTLY NOT PERMITTED 

141 Increase what is acceptable at curbside 

142 
Spend the money to obtain the land to provide this service or use the southwest parking lot in 
Queens Park? You can fund a theater but the environment is not important? Save our recycle 
center! 

143 
Offer house hold sorting bins and/or storage containers. Make it easy to separate and store 
things for recycling runs 

144 Provide monthly drop offs for particular items not collected curb side 

145 maintain a "limited" depot with a smaller footprint on the pool/community centre property 

146 Find another spot for the depot. 

147 Collect glass and soft plastics curbside 

148 allow recyclable items not currently permitted in recycling bin 

149 Create another service that collects unlimited recycling materials curbside 

150 
Keep it right where it is.  It's a case of NIMBY by the local city government.  Less parking lot for 
the aquatic centre is fine. 

151 
Provide a location within City limits. Or provide curb-side pick up for items not currently 
accepted so that Residents of NW do not have to travel outside of the City to recycle these 
items. 

152 
collect more curbside, have monthly neighbourhood recycling dropins at central locations, 
consider solutions through the lens of someone who lives in a condo/apt who doesn't have 
storage space and is dependent on public transit 

153 

The key thing IS location.  You should look at another location within New West.  The further 
drive means I won't recycle as often, making it tempting to throw things out instead of finding 
space to store stuff for longer on my property.  And, what about older folks who don't want to 
drive far? 



154 find a location in New Westminster. Period. 

155 
Pick up glass and styrofoam.  Also, have an easy way to dispose of used LARGE appliances to 
theynwill NOT be dumped around the city. 

156 Move to a location within the city. The location in Coquitlam is too difficult to get to. 

157 
Ask the residents next time a major decision is made before just going ahead.  We did Not need 
the new aquatics centre....so, pick up glass and soft plastics curbside. 

158 Leave it where it is and rethink your construction area requirement needs. 

159 have glass drop bins and plastic drop bins at community centers & city hall 

160 
Aside from not asking the Residents what they wanted before just getting rid of the depot?  
Have a drop off depot on the front lawn of city hall. 

161 Find a place within the city limits (ie the large City Hall land) 

162 
Stop the consumption before it gets to the bin/recycle stage.  Ban the soft plastics from stores 
(bags but also food wrap.  Incentivize reuse over disposable..  Ticket people who dispose 
incorrectly. 

163 
Open a new recycling depot, perhaps taking up some of the many parking spaces at the works 
yard and have staff car pool to work. 

164 I’ll be throwing items in the garbage unfortunately. 

165 Collect them. Or set up frequent (once a week) pop up recycling events 

166 Curb side collection of these items in blue box 

167 Set up mobile recycling for those things that are not accepted in the current bins 

168 Pick up glass curb side once a month 

169 
Create mico-depots within commercial space within mixed use buildings. This could be done as 
part of density bonusing or other development community amenities. 

170 Another smaller curb side bin that is picked up once a month 

171 Curb side collection of the items currently not included. 

172 
Providing blue bins for items we will no longer be able to take to the New Westminster recycling 
depot! 

173 Have a local location to recycle glass in the uptown region. 

174 
Having a small area near the current depot for people to recycle flexible plastics, plastic bags, 
styrofoam, and glass 

175 Smaller central collection area 

176 More items in curbside 

177 
Accept glass, styrofoam, flexible plastic and soft plastic in special curb side bins or in the same 
bins already provided. Especially for flexible plastic as that is the item that is becoming more 
common in packaging. 

178 
Confirm that current practices are done correctly. Bylaw officers should access and report on 
multifamily residents that is see by the building managers and owners. The building managers 



will blame the tenants and do nothing, the owners can make this a responsiblity of the building 
managers--especially if there is a FINANCIAL PENALTY indicated. 

179 expand curb side pick up and include all the condos in New West 

180 
Demand curb side collection include those materials. How hard can it be to take them? Recycling 
is more successful when you make it easy for people to do. 

181 Provide pick up/sorting service for items to be delivered to depot outside of new westminster 

182 
Establish a service car to take the recyclebles from different parts of New West and get them to 
the nearest depot instead of each individual to do it. 

183 Pick up glass curb side 

184 Expand curbside product collection 

185 
A two-prong approach: Start a glass pickup service COMBINED with a crew that checks Blue bins 
for contamination and fines residence who either throw away recyclables, or who contaminate 
the blue bin with items that are not clean or recyclable (after a warning) 

186 Pick up bin of glass recyclables like Burnaby does. 

187 

A two-pronged approach: Have a small crew responsible for picking up glass AND at the same 
time they check Blue bins to ensure only the proper things are getting added. They can also 
check to ensure that recyclables are not being thrown into the garbage cans. They should then 
fine residents who (after a warning) contaminate their blue bin. 

188 
The City owes it to the residents to continue to provide a recycling center within the city limits. 
In fact it should be close to the center of the city. 

189 Have everything, including glass/batteries and all put into the bin 

190 Collect more items curb side (plastics, glass, cardboard) 

191 Make them curb side collectable 

192 
Set up curbside recycling for styrofoam and soft plastics. Is the majority of our garbage/waste 
and i see all my friends and neighbours just chuck it in the garbage. We pick up containers 
curbside,  why not stryo and plastics 

193 Keep our current depot open as no public consultation was done to close it 

194 
A pop up recycling location in New West (maybe a school parking lot) for glass, plastics. 
Cardboard, styrofoam once a month for residents to use close to home rather than forcing us to 
either travel a longer or distance, or to be honest not recycle these items at all 

195 Have regular, predictable drop-off events on various neighbourhoods or SkyTrain stations. 

196 There is space within Queens Park for green waste recycling. 

197 Curb side pick up of all recycling products 

198 Could there be a smaller transfer station? 

199 Collect glass, plastic and styrofoam at curb side 

200 
Poor planning by city new Westminster reason for closing depot however Tipperary Park pop up 
shoulf be once a month at minimum  Three times a year is unacceptable  Maybe realllocate 
existing staff from closed recycling depot 



201 

Find a replacement location, centrally located in New Westminster for the bins.  This doesn't 
take rocket science - just a corner of a parking lot.  Making people from the west side drive all 
the way to Coquitlam is crazy and all their recycling will end up on the garbage, increasing the 
City's garbage disposal costs. 

202 A bin for glass 

203 Glass collection, or partner with return it to take glass, lightbulbs, batteries etc 

204 Establish one temporary location 

205 
collect plastic bags and flexible packaging in the curbside system (these do not pose the 
breakage problems of collecting glass items; such plastics could be required to be labelled bags) 

206 
Neighbourhood drop offs so that multiple people don’t have to drive or to help people who 
don’t drive 

207 Make it curbside 

208 None 

209 Expand the kinds of items accepted at curbside 

210 They could put mini recycle depots around the town example:in stores 

211 
Establish more diverse sites for collection of materials like styrofoam and flexible plastics that 
are not available (as far as I know) at commercial sites like London Drugs, Rona, etc 

212 Make a curb side option for styrofoam and soft plastic. 

213 Have trucks pick up glass 

214 Keep the location we have 

215 
Make more diverse sites available for things like styrofoam and flexible plastics not available 
through commercial sites like London Drugs, Rona, etc 

216 Keeping it elsewhere in New West but still centrally located 

217 Constantly inform residents of where to recycle and the hours 

218 InCrease pick ups at condos 

219 
I know it’s not an option but open one up elsewhere in the city. Closing this will just encourage 
people to not recycle more 

220 Not sure 

221 Glass pickup 

222 
Place a fourth recycle bin at curbsides for recyclables not included in current curbside recycling 
program 

223 Have a closer recycling depot 

224 Hire people to help sort! 

225 Collect those items at curbside 

226 Leave it in the city. 



227 Not having to sort recycling 

228 Glass pickup from our apartment building - Wesgroup. They threatened eviction. 

229 Add more pop stations 

230 Collect materials that are not collected 

231 More information for everyone. Perhaps the sheet we received here in the hydro bills. 

232 Somewhere for excess green waste, even if seasonally ie. Spring and fall 

233 Don’t move 

234 Free pickup 

235 Try to add items to the curbside pickup 

236 
Unlimited recycling and comport/yard trimmings pickup at home so it doesn’t end up in the 
garbage 

237 Pick up a wider variety of materials curb side and allow for more material to be put out. 

238 Just a place to drop it at specially batteries a small box will do 

239 Move depot within new west 

240 More info on what can go in the blue bin and what cant 

241 Move the recycling depot to Queens Park 

242 Separate styrofoam and soft plastics collection at smaller depot 

243 Collect them curb side. 

244 Have more pop up locations and dates to recycle 

245 Supply regular pick ups outside of homes 

246 Add a glass bin this is ~90% of my recycling 

247 Regular pop up depots in a variety of locations 

248 
Recycling available in my neighborhood, not requiring travel over/near train tracks or 
Queensborough bridge 

249 
Have a location for drop off within city limits and not somewhere that you have to drive or take 
public transit to an out of the way location. 

250 Pick up all recyclables 

251 Have a local drop off depot. 

252 
Help with yard waste in fall. Fall clean up is 15 truck loads for us. Clean up the leaves the city-
owned maples in front of our house 

253 Make sure there is a replacement local recycling depot! 

254 Increase the types of materials that are collected cub-side 



255 
post pop-up recycling dates and location reminders on the recycle coach app so we can avoid 
having to navigate the city pages or remembering dates ourselves. 

256 Well don’t close the current depot! Otherwise setup recycling bins for everything at each school. 

257 
Truck transport service once a month?  We come to a truck? Way greener than everyone driving 
to Surrey. 

258 
establish drop off areas in the city limits for these items... this question is horrible worded, you 
clearly state that the items are not picked up, and state no new depot will be created for them 
then ask what you do to help when you have eliminated the two top logical answers.... 

259 Additional recycling pick up 

260 Pick up glass at curbsde 

261 Provide blue bins 

262 Glass pickup 

263 
Collect a tax from residents of new Westminster to collect all the recycling materials from the 
curbside 

264 Put styrofoam bins in the nearby complex 

265 Have smaller recycling drop-off areas throught the city in the corner of parking lots 

266 Better location other than the worst intersection in the lower mainland,Braidstreet 

267 Accept plastic bags, glass, styrofoam , propane, at curbside 

268 More drop off locations 

269 Two extra bins one for glass jars and plastic 

270 
Require all buildings to have the appropriate recepticals as well as bigger containers. In my 
building they recepticals are all full by the end of the day that that are emptied. 

271 Have some vision, backbone, and leadership 

272 Include glass and soft plastic collection curbside 

273 

Keep this facility within the city limits.  The need to plan to keep this site within thee new 
building plan.  Or find another location within the city.  Perhaps in Queens park where the old 
arenx was.  Or where the tennis courts are or where they keep salt or gravel by the Vagabond 
playhouse. 

274 Pick up at the curb 

275 Keep the depot within city limits 

276 Collect more recyclable materials like glass, foam, soft plastic 

277 Make new location close 

278 Have a depot in New West 

279 Broaden curb side pickup 

280 More options for blue box pick up 



281 I think it’s obvious, make another close depot very close by 

282 Create a different space inside New West. 

283 Figure out how to have a depot within city limits. Nothing else is acceptable. 

284 Have a recycling depot close by 

285 Create small drop off bins in various locations in new west 

286 I’ll be putting all recyclables on the front lawn of cityhall 

287 Downsize the depot, relocate it and just keep recycling available that makes the city money 

288 
Keep the current recycling location open . Or move it to the bottom of braid near the amazon 
building where the empty lot is. 

289 Alternate site within reasonable distance 

290 Relocate depot to Queens Park stockpile area 

291 Glass bottles, plastics 

292 Open up recycling in the plan for this site 

293 Pick another place in new Westminster 

294 Provide pop ups in each neighbourhood at least once a month 

295 Glass 

296 Computer 

297 Pick them up curb side 

298 Accept glass 

299 Open a collection site 

300 Expand garbage collection so residents will not be inconvenienced due to the new construction 

301 Open temporary weekend depot in nw 

302 Continue with the current program perhaps at a location within the city. 

303 To open a new location as opposed to closing down all together 

304 Allow glass, styrofoam and soft plastic pickup 

305 Pick up all recylables 

306 Have temporary pickup locations in city buildings 

307 City drop off center 

308 
Ensure the new location for the depot is selected with care and is accessible and central to make 
recycling an easy errand to add to people schedule. 



309 Clearly,do not close this site 

310 establish a closer depot. since transporting may be limited to residents 

311 Provide an alternative depot 

312 Drop offs at grocery stores. City then transports to recycling depots. 

313 Pick ups more frequent 

314 Take green large branches and larger materials 

315 Have more sites and have household products. 

316 Keep existing recycling depot open or open one in the same location 

317 Start collecting them 

318 
Once the pool is built open a small recycle centre by the pool for glass, yard waste,styrofoam, 
plastic but big items go to Coq. 

319 Include styofoam collection 

320 
Position bins all around town to be able to recycle items easier than going all the way to 
Coquitlam 

321 Find a location in New Westminster. This is the only viable choice. 

322 Don’t know 

323 Change the plan 

324 Open a temporary depot for recycling or take everything curb side. 

325 Glass at curbside like burnaby 

326 Keep the option of a place to recycle items in new west 

327 Start picking up more stuff if we can’t recycle in the neighbourhood. 

328 Find the space 

329 Collect all recyclables 

330 Glass recycling 

331 
Find land and make a smaller recycling station in New West. Our property taxes are one of the 
highest in GVRD and perhaps city could find some funds .....?too many high paying managers in 
city 

332 Provide alternative facilities closer to the city core. 

333 Provide a transfer station 

334 Better planning. Your decision will end up with more recyclables being streamed to garbage 

335 Drop off point in NW 



336 Open 3 new recycling depots 

337 
alternate property within city as have concerns about railroad crossing and bailey bridge 
constriction 

338 New aquatics centre is needed/ this is understood/ so is LOCAL recycling!!!!! 

339 
If you can't expand curbside recycling and you can't establish an alternative depot, then viable 
options seem limited. 

340 
Support local businesses that offer soft plastic collection = it seems like the businesses.are.well 
intentioned, however.their execution could be more rigorous = regularly emptying their bins 

341 Either collect more recyclable items, or buy land to build an alternative depot in New West. 

342 Maybe we can use the back parking lot of city hall. 

343 Host monthly drop off event to collect all recyclables at mobile locations such as school parking. 

344 Popup recycling events across the city even after the Coquitlam centre opes 

345 Set up pop recycling event on a monthly basis at minimum. 

346 Accept a wider range of recyclables curb-side (glass, styrofoam, soft plastic) 

347 Keep current recycling depot or put a new depot close by the existing depot 

348 Collect curbside 

349 Collect curbside 

350 
Green waste - provide for extra collection for those "big" jobs where your green waste won't fit 
the bin. We used to be able to just wheel it in our wagon over to the depot. (For instance, if we 
fully trimmed our laurel hedge, or similar jobs.) 

351 provide information on where to recycle those materials 

352 
allow all items to be put in the blue box - lightbulbs, glass, batteries, etc. otherwise they will 
wind up in the garbage 

353 
Have a place to drop off that can be brought to the depot for those who can’t transport or use 
alternative companies like the return it depot to incentivize folks to go there. 

354 
Provide bins for glass, styrofoam, soft plastic and plastic packaging at the Centennial community 
centre and possibly other community locations like Moody Park, Queensborough community 
centre. 

355 
Hold monthly recycling events within City limits (within walking distance from either Skytrain 
station downtown). 

356 let people put all their recyclables in the cart 

357 collecting all glass curbside 

358 

It is false to say that the "depot must close" due to the construction of the new centre. Be 
honest and admit it's purely about money. That site, if properly designed, is big enough to 
accommodate a depot and the centre. The City MUST find a place to have a small collection area 
for people to REGULARLY drop of the most difficult to recycle items. 



359 
Since the city insists on not including a recycling depot in the new plans, and DECIDED to make a 
poor choice, it would be nice if there were small spaces situated throughout the city to go and 
recycle or at least more bins throughout the city at places like mcbride plaza or royal city Center. 

360 

Since the city has made the poor choice and DECIDED not to include a recycling facility in their 
new plans without the conciliation of residents, it would at least be nice if there were places 
situated around the city to be able to recycle glass, styrofoam and plastic bags that can be picked 
up and taken everyday or something 

361 Setting up a drop off location in New West for recycling materials to be accepted 

362 
Give us bigger garbage cans because that s where our recycling will go.  Even Coquitlam has a 
transfer station.  Not everyone in Coquitlam uses United Blvd. 

363 Provide curbside pick up. Once a month have pick up for depot stuff. 

364 Collect the additional materials in special curbside pick ups 

365 
Select a day on a regular basis when the city would pick up those items that are not part of the 
regular recycling pick ups. 

366 
Keep the original site. Sorry, I don't buy the excuse that it is not an option. There is no city will. 
There's a difference. 

367 Free pickup of those items I would normally take to the depot. 

368 Move recycling to Ovens yard and “works” to Queensborough. 

369 Increase the variety of recycling pick up 

370 FIND an alterantive spot within the city limits 

371 
Let us put more items in our blue bin eg. styrofoam some metals eg . Coat hangers other small 
metal items 

372 Find another location, city hall parking lot looks convenient 

373 pick up glass and styrofoam curbside - always 

374 more pop up depots in new westminster 

375 glass 

376 
INCREASE THE PICK UP CURBSIDE AND IN APARTMENT BUILDING TO INCLUDE THINGS LIKE 
GLASS AND STYROFOAM AND THE PLASTICS 

377 The City could relocate a smaller alternative facility, a BOLD STEP! 

378 Drop off bins at Queens Park or City Hall.....you have room, we pay taxes 

379 
A way should be found to allow the drop-off of glass, styrofoam and cardboard in the city, at 
least on a regular, limited basis. 

380 pick up batteries/styrofoam/glass bottles/jar and lightbulbs 

381 
Offer each community, in their area ( sapperton)  a drop off day for certain items like styrofoam. 
I’m disabled, I already rely on family friends to help a lot , like taking me to London drugs or ikea 
to recycle batteries,  bags. So something  asking businesses to support. Eg use of parking lot ? 

382 pop up stations for those things not taken at other recycling depots (eg at Return It Depot) 



383 Incentives to businesses to take back their own packaging. 

384 Put up glass containers 

385 Accept more things in curbside pick up. Eg glass. 

386 YES make plastic bags, Styrofoam, glass part of your curb side program 

387 Have a central location and accessible on weekends 

388 Provide for glass,styrofoam,lumber 

389 Start collecting glass at curb side again. 

390 Start collecting glass at curb side again. 

391 

have another smaller centre where we could take items to without having to burn gas sitting in 
traffic at the train tracks! Ridiculous idea to have it there... Really, New West? Very 
disappointing. Way to encourage recycling - by making it harder and further away for most 
residents to get to. Yet another decision made without realizing the impact. 

392 Pick up glass 

393 provide a periodic pick-up service for all non-curbside materials, even for a fee. 

394 Expand what is picked up 

395 Have smaller scale options around the city like depots that take bottles, batteries, lightbulbs only 

396 
Clear  guidelines about what is plastic and what is wrappers. London drugs takes these items bit 
there is no one to ask if one is placing things in the correct bin. Insist every business take back 
items that are recyclable that they sell 

397 Smaller neighbourhood drop offs 

398 Recycling available at Queens Park for styrofoam, glass, large cardboard, plastic, plastic bags. 

399 I believe that the City should establish a new, temporary depot within the City. 

400 Collect a variety of more materials 

401 Find a location in New Westminster!!! 

402 Start a pickup for the materials we would normally take to the depot 

403 
For many, many, years, glass was collected at the curbside recycling pick-up. Add a fourth bin, 
just for glass, if broken glass is an issue. 

404 Scale back the pool plans, and keep the depot. 

405 Work with Encorp to expand services at the Queensbourgh and 8th street locations. 

406 

Popup recycling is a great one off idea, but does not address the long-term resident needs.   The 
city could establish some of the common bins in city locations for residents to drop off their 
items.  It does not necessarily have to be a depot, just a few common bins that have been known 
to be popular items to recycle (cardboard, glass, plastics). 

407 
If the depot was left where it is would be the best. The whole idea that we need a new complex 
is flawed. I swim 4 times a week and there is never too many people in the pool. I usually have a 



lane to myself. The hot tub is sometimes full on cheap days (or free days). Also I object to the 
idea that the city is going into debt 40 million for this. 

408 Provide a bus service to the alternate recycling sites. 

409 Come pick it up. I will throw all in the garbage. Sorry not driving that far to drop off glass 

410 Provide a storage bin 

411 Expand curb-side program to accept more materials 

412 Offer glass, plastics and styrofoam at curbside. 

413 Have small recycling centers around the city.  Think they have such in Scandinavian countries 

414 
Set up smaller locations to drop off materials at various locations (i.e. styrofoam at safeway) so 
that the recycling can be picked up but it doesn't require a main center. 

415 
create a temporary/interim facility in queens park near the old arenex site and share the parks 
bulk landscape bin area 

416 
have a place IN IN IN. new west residents can drop stuff…..LIKE glass since not done at the 
curbside 

417 
Include glass recycling at curb side as it is done in Richmond and Vancouver with a small 
designated bin for glass. 

418 Start picking up glass 

419 Start picking up glass curbside 

420 

The city must have a reliable recycling program for all recyclable items available to residents in a 
convenient manner. Not having a handy recycle depot location will result in more recyclable 
material going into the land fill.  Closing the depot was not thought through properly.  It is a very 
poor example of civic responsibility. 

421 Grey bins like Vancouver has for recycling glass 

422 Having new depot open 7 days/week, extended hours (eg 7am-7pm) 

 

4. What’s one thing the City could do to support New Westminster residents in reducing their 

household waste overall, aside from recycling? 

Respondents: 357 

# 
4. What’s one thing the City could do to support New Westminster residents in reducing their 
household waste overall, aside from recycling? 

1 Recycling furniture and carpeting 

2 Education on waste management and recycling 

3 Have the garden composting containers back 

4 na 

5 Educate 



6 Education and providing events or place for trading reusing 

7 Less packages 

8 Stop none reusable bags and other items 

9 Encourage reduce and reuse 

10 Regular education kiosks at city events 

11 Adding a bulk store within walking distance 

12 Think about pedestrians trying to access the depot 

13 Force all takeout containers to be cardboard 

14 Keep the things as they are 

15 Stay new westminster 

16 No more plastic shopping bags 

17 Don’t have an environmental NW statement and ignore it; Talk the talk then walk the walk 

18 Keep the depot 

19 Ban plastic bags 

20 Have retailers ask their inventory producers to change their wrapping 

21 Recycle glass 

22 Open a recycling depot within our city. 

23 Ban single use plastics 

24 Implement rules to reduce the amount of single use packaging allowed in the market place. 

25 Pick up 

26 Get manufacturers to package goods more responsibly. 

27 Have a twice a year pickup of unwanted furniture and other household items 

28 Make it easier 

29 City council resign 

30 Keep RWRS open 

31 Local recycling centre 

32 Reduce consumption 

33 An initiative to support grocery chains to reduce packaging 

34 Nothing within their power 



35 Unsure. 

36 
The mayor really doesn’t care - same with issues re siize. of facilities for fitness CLASSES at 
Centennial 

37 Legislate less packaging at grocery stores. 

38 Not sure 

39 N/a 

40 Have a recycling depot in New Westminster 

41 Have less packaging on the food at the grocery stores 

42 Ban single use plastic 

43 Locations.   Don’t lose this site 

44 Allow a second green waste container 

45 Outlaw plastic bags, plastic straws, styrofoam containers, single use cups and containers... 

46 Pick more up 

47 Education programs 

48 Fine 

49 Support less packaging as opposed to one time use items. 

50 Encourage businesses who are eco-wise to set up their shops within the city. 

51 
Speak to Translink about creating a bus route that will directly pass in front of the new depot for 
those who do not have access to transportation such as a a vehicle. 

52 Ban styrofoam and plastic bags 

53 include styrofoam 

54 Encourage businesses (grocery stores, etc.) to do away with materials that are hard to recycle 

55 Reopen recycling depot within city limits 

56 Banning more items like plastics/sturyfoams 

57 idk, ban one time use soft plastics 

58 
ban single use plastics and styrofoam in all forms (grocery stores, restaurants, garbage bags) and 
replace them with reusable or biodegradable materials such as compostable bags 

59 pressure on manufacturer to make products more recyclable 

60 rebuild a depot in a convenient location 

61 
Keep the depot. Educate the citizens on climate change and the importance of all doing our part. 
Each citizen may be a drop in the ocean, but what is the ocean but millions of drops? 

62 eat spoiled foods 



63 Offer subsidy or discount to private recycling facilities used by city residents. 

64 provide organics recycling on the street 

65 Providing more places for us to recycle our soft plastics! 

66 
Encourage reduction: Ban plastics/styrofoams; and/or lobby for and support the restrictions of 
plastics and styrofoams from being used in restaurants, food retailers etc 

67 
Pass bylaws which ban the use of non-biodegradable items - shopping bags, plastic straws, wax-
coated food containers. 

68 Put more recycling bins in public areas. 

69 Relocate the depot 

70 Focus on waste reduction as a multi faceted approach 

71 Increase items that can go into recycling.  Not require plastic bags for garbage. 

72 Ban plastic bags. More bulk shops 

73 
Reopen a recycling centre in city limits, or provide better curb side pick up with more materials 
being able to be taken 

74 
Lobby all the companies to package everything in biodegradable material. Yes that includes big 
name electronic brands like Samsung or LG where they stack styrofoam in every TV box 

75 
update or reconfirm information on New West's public web page regarding recycling 
requirements. 

76 Ban single use plastics. 

77 Advocate for less, or more recyclable, packaging. It is more a provincial or federal responsibility. 

78 Advocate to senior governments to have manufacturing reduce packaging. 

79 Petition higher level of government to make manufacturers responsible for waste materials 

80 Encourage/mandate take out and food delivery packaging be compostable, or take less space? 

81 YouTube videos and other social media, also leading by example. 

82 provide easily accessible recycling options 

83 Have a location to drop off items not wanted for others to share in the community, not garbage 

84 Nothing.  People will not "store" garbage until they can DRIVE to Coquitlam! 

85 Ban plastic bags 

86 increase the number of curbside pick ups (not just once every 2 weeks for recycling) 

87 Ban single use plastic 

88 
Promote less packaging at the retail end - stop pre-bagging all the produce in soft plastics; good 
luck with big retailers 

89 Push for less plastic use by manufacturers 



90 Change the policy and accept glass in recycling bins 

91 
Put pressure on suppliers to reduce their packaging and remind the public in a fun, light and 
encouraging way of what, where, when and why we should recycle. 

92 
Presure manufacturers and grocers to use less plastics. i.e. (clam shells, do we really need 
them?) 

93 lower utility rates since we won't have a recycling centre anymore 

94 
It will be tough to do since packaging from groceries and online shopping is likely not be 
reduced. 

95 Provide education on waste reduction that focuses on Rethink, Refuse,  Reduce, Reuse etc 

96 
Ban all non-essential plastic (eg: cello wrap on fruit, veg, and PLASTIC BEVERAGE CUPS AND 
STRAWS).  Coffee shops and food outlets need incentives and/or directives to rediscover 
dishwashers. 

97 Ban all single-use items in New Westminster, ie; plastic wrapping, disposable cups/straws 

98 No idea. 

99 
encourage businesses to try some alternative packaging ideas - there is too much garbage to 
begin with, I go buy meat and end up with a bag full of trays and plastic wrap. 

100 ban plastic bags and styrofoam 

101 
We need recycling.  Period, too many people living here to not have recycling in New 
Westminster. 

102 Put more pressure on other levels of government to force manufactures to use less packaging 

103 Have businesses retain and dispose/recycle packaging materials on items they sell 

104 
It needs to be easy and accessible to all. A one stop shop. If I have to drive around to different 
places I won't. I'll just toss in the trash bin. 

105 ??? 

106 Ban single use products such as grocery bags, plastic utensils, straws etc. 

107 Collect from home. 

108 
Advocating for less plastic/single-use material usage and for every household to compost. Raise 
awareness about the devastating conditions of landfills and their impact on the environment. 

109 
Find a new home within the city for a recycling depot.  Perhaps it is time to allow the return-it 
depot in Queensboro to collect recyclables. 

110 Lobby to force businesses to take back packaging 

111 Ban single use plastics in the city 

112 ban single use plastics 

113 create new bylaws for restaurants to reduce the amount of waste in take out containers 

114 Provide education and incentives for people to return items. Works for pop bottles. 



115 
Reward residents for purchasing less packaging ad nonrecyclable items. If we don't put out the 
garbage removal ( black bin) the resident gets a reward, a recyclreward, a pass to the pool, 
something to rewards & encourage prevention ad reduction as well as recycling 

116 Ban alot of unrecyclables from evn getting to homes, Packaging, single use plastics etc. 

117 CONTINUE TO EDUCATE CITIZENS ON WAYS TO REDUCE WASTE 

118 Competition 

119 Don't take our recycle center away 

120 Encourage people to buy less 

121 
Provide all residents with explicit details of what is recycled and what can’t be, further 
encourage businesses & consumers to REDUCE plastic packaging or offer compostable 
alternatives 

122 allow residents to continue using a local facility rather than requiring them to drive to Coquitlam 

123 Find another spot for the depot. 

124 Offer tax incentives to businesses that provide container refill/reuse options for their products. 

125 educate residents - through the local paper, city bills, etc..... 

126 
Incentivizing good waste reduction. Also better education about the importance of recycling and 
how to do it properly 

127 
Collect more items from home by city garbage collection.  We find out that all the separating we 
do just gets dumped together anyway! 

128 
Make manufacturers and grocery chains find less wasteful ways to package goods.  Lobby 
governments.  Less energy on the end consumer 

129 
Incentivize households to shop smarter, have less plastic in stores. Help stores in the city reduce 
their waste 

130 
Not much.  People seem pretty well advised these days, BUT I think apartment dwellers need to 
be more informed that throwing everything in the garbage is not an option.  Force apartments to 
have proper disposal bins for their residents. 

131 
Encourage local stores to provide way less packaging but keep the price down, ie no styrofoam 
and plastic wrapped meas, buying from the Butcher counter meats costs MORE...also,  stop the 
use of plastic bags for produce and encourage reusable bags and containers 

132 
To cut down waste, you need to recycle the products you were going to throw out. Have centres 
that could collect and redistribute usable food products like the "grow a row " does. Have 
grocery stores contribute to this cause. 

133 have drop boxes for glass and for plastic packaging at community centers & city hall. 

134 Do not let businesses use plastic bags anymore (ie Safeway) 

135 
Legislate it away.  Make it unavailable for people to have.  There is a ridiculous amount of over 
packaging. 

136 Have local recycling DEPOTS 

137 They could have asked the residents what the wanted prior to eliminating the depot all together. 



138 Education 

139 Ban styrofoam in restaurants. Provincially in stores also 

140 Collect depot only items. 

141 Listen to us 

142 
Support refill businesses, offer them some type of tax break or subsidize them so they can 
reduce prices for residents 

143 Same as above answer! 

144 Ban plastic bags and styrofoam packaging 

145 Ban flexible plastic packaging 

146 Provide a local recycling depot for household items such as styrofoam, glass, flex and soft plastic. 

147 Share, via, social media people's repurposed items--reducing hacks! 

148 have stores change their packaging habits and ban plastic bags! 

149 
make the what you can recycle where more clear/accesible. Maybe offer stickers/fridge magnets 
to allow us to all be more aware 

150 Work with businesses to ensure limited packaging/single use items 

151 Teach people to cook instead of having take out all the time. 

152 Pick up recycling weekly instead of biweekly 

153 
An outright Ban on plastic bags, plastic straws, and excessive plastic packaging in New 
Westminster. 

154 
Significant Fine (after a warning) for people for contamination of blue or green bins. And also 
fine people for throwing away recyclables and compost. 

155 A total ban on plastic bags, and unnecessary plastics in New Westminster. 

156 
Listen to the overwhelmingly clear message from the majority of citizens that want to maintain a 
convenient LOCAL recycling center. 

157 
I live in a shared house, for financial reasons and environmental. We already reduce our waste as 
much as possible but with stores putting everything in a wrapper and with Amazon/Food 
delivery we still get a lot. 90% of our waste is recycling and green bin 

158 Ban single use plastics at local businesses 

159 Styrofoam and plastics ban for take out containers 

160 
Keep our recycling depot open and not have us pollute all the way to Coquitlam over rickety 
bridges and thru the traffic nightmare at Braid 

161 Encourage less packaging on products or banning plastic bags or other non-reuseable materials 

162 
Support businesses in providing reusable containers to replace disposable cups, takeaway boxes, 
and bulk bags. 

163 Increase the curb side collection by giving households 2 blue bins - or collect blue bins weekly. 



164 Introduce more businesses that encourage less waste? Tough question. 

165 Have a depot somewhere within the city of new west. 

166 Encourage reduction in waste 

167 
make grocery stores reduce produce packaging plastic by 10%. Offer a tax break. Prepackaged 
produce is a total waste, and people should be encouraged not to bag items if they have one or 
two things. 

168 ban single use plastics 

169 Initiatives to reduce plastic packaging 

170 None 

171 

Get the Province to make it mandatory for retailers & manufacturers to take back their waste (eg 
make it mandatory for Walmart to take back empty glass jam containers). This policy would 
incentive companies to limit their packaging or to redesign their packaging to encourage reuse 
(eg Crown Royal cloth sacks) 

172 Pick it up on garbage day 

173 Pressure local businesses to pressure their suppliers to reduce unnecessary packaging. 

174 Ban single use plastic and styrofoam at businesses. 

175 Recycle properly 

176 More house hold items such as electronics 

177 Pressure local businesses to pressure their suppliers to reduce unnecessary packaging 

178 More incentives 

179 More education material on minimalist living, donation bins etc 

180 Communication 

181 Try to make people aware of what is going on with our world. 

182 Have scheduled pick ups 

183 Cloth bags 

184 Put out larger bins or pick up twice a week 

185 Train and hire people to assist with sorting 

186 Ban single use plastics 

187 Not sure. 

188 Banning plastic bags at stores 

189 Work more closely with apartment buildings. 

190 Include more items to pick up 



191 Ban plastics for take out food etc 

192 Encourage business to reduce their packaging and insist they take back any packaging they use 

193 Not enough recycling regulation in apt building garbage rooms 

194 Lobby for retailers and manufacturers to use less packaging and accept packaging back 

195 More environmentally friendly things at grocery stores 

196 Bylaws to change how products are packaged and made 

197 
Unlimited recycling and comport/yard trimmings pickup at home so it doesn’t end up in the 
garbage 

198 
Coordinate with the Amazon warehouse on Braid to allow for reusable containers for shipping 
and delivery. Possibly providing a city managed return system for these containers. 

199 Bring your own bag and get a discount even couple of cents will be a motivator 

200 Help make people aware of alternate recycling locations 

201 Stop building down at the Quay 

202 Ban single use plastics starting with bags 

203 Packaging legislation—ban outright soft plastics 

204 Ban the use of plastic straws, cutlery, plastic bags, styrofoam take out containers. 

205 Supply bins in neighbourhood 

206 Pick up recycling each week 

207 Ban single use items like plastic bags 

208 
Co-ordinate efforts/engage with local stakeholders eg. stores, food outlets without passing on 
cost to consumers 

209 Make stores more responsible for type of packaging they are using. 

210 Ban plastic bags 

211 Sort it 

212 Have a recycling centre that is accessible, not far away they busy traffic 

213 Maybe charging more for waste collection 

214 Ban the use of plastic bags at all local businesses. 

215 
accept everything curbside and sort for us, that way nothing goes to waste and everything is 
recycled, thus reducing waste. 

216 Disallow single use plastics and foam packaging by local businesses. 

217 
Pick up more item at the curb side... Creats bins for glass, soft plastic Etc.. These questions are 
not addressing recycling concerns...recycling is the topic here not what can you do BESIDES 
recycling! 



218 Reduce packaging. 

219 Ban single use free bags. Insist businesses charge for them 

220 Work with retailers to reduce plastic for products 

221 Posters near the trash bins or recycling bins in the complexes 

222 Encourage local businesses to sell product without excess packaging. 

223 Make it easier 

224 Support and promote changes in mfr packaging, give incentives for not purchasing such items 

225 Leave the recycling depot in new west 

226 Ban plastic bags, one use straws 

227 Listen to their constituents 

228 Improve the number of primary producers at the farmers market - produce, meat, honey. 

229 Accept glass in the blue bin. Accept electronics and metals. 

230 Ban single use plastic 

231 Keep the depot within city limits 

232 Not sure 

233 Try to make places sell products with less packaging 

234 Incentives to support reduced packaging 

235 Information distribution like strategically placed posters 

236 Distribute information about this. 

237 Encourage reuse packaging 

238 ? 

239 Come over weekly and clean my house 

240 Enforce businesses to recycle or sell only compost able items 

241 Don’t close the current site until the new site is finished. 

242 Pick up glass and plastics 

243 Make depot easy access to all residents within the city 

244 Provide more recycle option 

245 Curb side for all recycling 

246 Ban styrofoam n unnecessary use of plastics n packaging 



247 Blister packs 

248 One 

249 Education 

250 Don’t know 

251 Expand garbage collection 

252 
Not sure there is an specific thing that can be than but continuing to promote recycling by 
providing facilities in the city. 

253 
More awareness, more education materials on what’s recyclable and what’s not (with examples 
of everyday packaging) 

254 Reduce one time use plastics at restaurants 

255 Lobby to eliminate 

256 Ban styrofoam containers 

257 Compost insentives 

258 More items picked up at curbside 

259 
Reuse; host clothing swaps/ group garage sale/ clothing donations etc. Also more trash cans in 
neighborhoods and parks to reduce littering 

260 Pick up recycling every week -  not just every two weeks 

261 adding more trash cans throughout parks and residential locations 

262 Recycle more things lik autmotive coolant 

263 
Incentives to businesses to produce less waste that is past into the consumer. Provide incentives 
to businesses and recognition. 

264 Betterbins 

265 Have a small sorting centre 

266 Have more sites 

267 Teaching kids about wasting, more campaigns to make aware the issues of waste 

268 Keep this depot open otherwise you better have a great plan for more garbage 

269 Ban bags and keep jobs in New West 

270 Ban plastics.   Accept more items in household recycling 

271 Support no single use plastic programs 

272 Keep the recycling 

273 Ban single use plastics and styrofoam. 

274 Change packaging and products 



275 Pick up more items at curb side, glass 

276 Don’t close this place 

277 Leave the recycle depot in new westminster 

278 Support the environment 

279 Ban plastic 

280 Build a new smaller facility 

281 Support reductions in single use plastics. 

282 This is a stupid question! 

283 Weekly recycling collection 

284 Open 3 new recycling depots 

285 expand items allowed on curbside pick-up styrofoam could easily be addedd in separate bin 

286 Collect more at homes / especially for older residents 

287 ensure all grocery stores charge for their plastic bags . . . if not all stores. 

288 
Advocating/supporting the reduction of plastics used in grocery purchases = most of our 
household plastics are from foodgrocery purchases. 

289 Require all shops to collect packaging from the items they sell. 

290 I think this survey is not designed to be useful 

291 Promote decompotable packaging at retail to reduce plastic bag usage. 

292 Better guidance for what's accepted where 

293 
Reduce over-packaging of grocery items, eliminate all one time use plastics including bags for 
fruits and veggies. 

294 I don’t know 

295 Have recycling depot in the city 

296 Financial/tax incentives for reduced garbage pickup 

297 Work with the Province to ban single use plastics and ban styrofoam take-out containers. 

298 
how much waste we accumulate or don't is none of the city's business and our taxes better be 
reduced if the depot is closed 

299 
More recycling and green bins. Allowing more things to be recycled residentially than you 
currently do now (ie expanding to include things only allowed to be recycled at the depots). 

300 
Encourage the use of things like Pyrex or Rubbermaid-type containers, encourage using reusable 
grocery bags (Loqi or RuMe brands, for example), encourage residents to buy bulk (and stores to 
offer more bulk) groceries. 

301 don't close our recycling depot 



302 
Put in a ban on single-use plastics in the City, including plastic bags. Incentivize businesses to 
reduce their packaging through tax breaks. Put bylaws in place requiring stores to stop using 
plastic bags, overpackaged items, etc. 

303 
Well for starters, you could provide us with a recycling depot. You could also have a reduction of 
plastic bags and straws in the city. And have more recycling bins throughout the city. 

304 

Well, you could start by not shutting down the recycling depot, that would be the best option. 
But since you have decided not to, it would be nice if you offered more recycling bins are pins 
the city like in parks and bigger areas. You could also reduce the amount of plastic bags and 
straws by businesses 

305 Banning single use plastics/containers 

306 Put a new recycling depot at the City woks yard 

307 Host community exchange days. 

308 Ban styrofoam 

309 
Potentially this should come from higher up levels of government but if manufacturers had to be 
responsible for dealing with recycling I think we’d start to see more responsible packaging in the 
first place. 

310 Have a decicated depot. The fact that you removed it says you don't care. So why should we? 

311 
Can’t think of anything the City could do; residents can be mindful of the products they purchase 
as well as opportunities for reuse. 

312 Tax incentives to stores that offer better packaging. 

313 Communication 

314 Manufacturers should have packaging that is easily compostable 

315 I items picked up at the curb 

316 marketing efforts to encourage people who don't recyle to start - or do it better 

317 Eliminination Plastic bags at stores etc 

318 ban plastic bags from stores 

319 KEEP THE RECYCLING DEPOT OPEN BY RELOCATING TO ANOTHER AREA! 

320 Work to reduce non recyclable plastics in the City as Vancouver is doing. 

321 Pick up more items 

322 
The City should press the Provincial gevernment to require the producers of non-recycable items 
to take responsibility for ensuring that these items are kept out of the waste stream and reused 
or recycled in an environmentally responsible manner. 

323 
keep the recyling depot or have another one within the city and have one in Queensburough 
also 

324 Asking businesses to participate in $ to reduce  plastic waste in take away 

325 
telling us what happens to it after it is collected. Is it worth the time and effort I put in? does it 
get recycled? 



326 Ban the use of a number of materials. 

327 I Ban plastic containers.. 

328 support better curbside pickup 

329 Not sure.  Not deliver flyers with advertising? 

330 
Help us build aneorobic digesters for converting food waste into methane gas for heating or 
cooking. 

331 Lobby for less packaging in the first place 

332 Stupid question. 

333 Keeping depot in new west 

334 
encourage City businesses to reduce packaging associated with goods and deliveries. eg the 
Amazon warehouse, big box stores. 

335 Work with other levels of government 

336 Ban plastic bags 

337 
Encourage businesses to use less packaging. We used to place our groceries in boxes that had 
been used for shipment to the store to carry items to the car- encourage that again. 

338 More frequent recycling pickup from the blue cart 

339 
Provide more recycling options, more smaller satellite locations, or just re-open the recycling 
centre as you’ve been asked to do 

340 Have you even looked for a new location??? 

341 ??? Aren't you the recycling experts? you tell me. 

342 Scale back the pool plans, and keep the depot. 

343 Ban styrofoam packaging for restaurant take-out, and grocery store meat and egg packaging. 

344 
Offer financial incentives, vouchers for private recycling facilities, and re-reimbursement.   The 
reality is, if New Westminster isn't visibly taking their own steps to lead recycling efforts, more 
illegal dumping and garbage waste by residents will be seen in the city. 

345 
Start a program where people clean up the litter in their neighbourhoods. It's appalling how 
much garbage is thrown from autos. Make littering penalties more severe. 

346 
Subsidize the rent of or offer incentives to those private businesses who sell products to 
customers who bring their own containers for refill. 

347 
By doing this, more will end up in the landfill. How stupid is that ? We’re not a green city after 
all. 

348 encourage less packaging of consumer goods 

349 Municipal styrofoam ban on food packaging 

350 EDUCATE 

351 No plastics bags/utensils/straws served at restaurants/grocery stores starting immediately 



352 
Ban single use plastic, set up a program for grocery stores to donate their food waste to those in 
need. 

353 
ban plastic starting with bags; move to more of a butcher stye to get meat….ie less waste no 
styroform containers 

354 
Have the companies pay out deposits to encourage recycling of their glass and styrofoam 
packaging etc. 

355 

There is no other alternative to recycling.  Landfill or recycling.  New Westminster can't control 
the amount of waste that is inevitably going to enter our households, but it can control to some 
degree where the waste ends up. We are taking a very large step backwards by not having our 
own depot. 

356 Allow glass and soft plastic pickup 

357 Encourage merchants to limit use of packaging 

 

5. What’s one tip for household waste reduction you’d like to share with other New Westminster 

community members? 

Respondents: 301 

# 
5. What’s one tip for household waste reduction you’d like to share with other New 
Westminster community members? 

1 Clean materials for recycling 

2 Refuse,reduce,redesign,reuse, recycle 

3 Make sure to dispose of cooking oil and cleaning products 

4 Leave the boxes at Costco 

5 Recycle everything! 

6 Recycle more 

7 Use free craigslist to get rid of stuff you don’t want 

8 Do it once a week 

9 Encourage reduce/reuse 

10 Get reusable bags and reusable plastic bins for shopping 

11 Don’t order out as much to reduce waste 

12 Keep pressuring the city to do better 

13 Food tainted cardboard (pizza boxes etc.) can be put in the green waste bin 

14 Try not to use too much plastics 

15 Try to limit use of plastics 

16 Make city council remember this horrible decision in the next election 



17 Drink tap water! It is delicious. Stop buying water in bottles. 

18 Reuse their one-use items like ziplock bags and glass containers. 

19 Open a recycling depot in our city. 

20 Backyard composite 

21 
Sort at home and have ready to take to appropriate collection locations when you are going out 
to that area. 

22 Do it 

23 Condense your waste to reduce volume 

24 N/A 

25 Dump at city hall 

26 Reduce Reuse 

27 Just do it 

28 Be a bit more diligent with sorting 

29 Reuse bottles and bags for food storage 

30 Recycle all appropriate items 

31 Take care of your stuff. 

32 Make more things from scratch. 

33 Recycle 

34 N/a 

35 Use mushroom or bakery bags in the bulk section 

36 Refuse straws and plastic bags 

37 Condo devopment.   Allow more items to be dropped and off 

38 Reduce and reuse should be their number one priority 

39 X 

40 Brings your own shopping bags do you don’t have plastic bags from supermarket 

41 Consider packaging disposal before purchasing items. 

42 
Every bit counts, do your best as not everyone has the same capabilities as others. Donate and 
reuse where possible. 

43 
Instead of recycling your glass jars, ask The Refill Stop in New Westminster what jars the would 
take for their customers to use. 

44 Use the Refill shop to reduce packaging 



45 
Find out where you can recycle things that aren't curbside but at various businesses (London 
Drugs, Salvation Army, Return It on Edmonds in Burnaby 

46 Reuse newspapers as compost bin liners 

47 reduce as much as possible 

48 Use compostable bags instead of garbage bags. 

49 Mattresses can be deconstructed and recycled. 

50 Remember that 'recycle' is the last R and should come after reducing and re-using. 

51 if recycling is not easy people won't do it 

52 take your Styrofoam to the depot not the garbage 

53 
Use reusable produce bags! Prep your veggies when you get home and store them well! This 
reduces soft plastics as well as food waste and prepped veggies are more likely to be eaten 

54 minimalism 

55 Purchasing food items in bulk can reduce plastic & paper packaging from smaller amounts. 

56 use only cloth bags when grocery shopping 

57 Use your own containers, buy fresh produce/meats rather than packaged. 

58 

Have several containers in the kitchen to collect the items for disposal - aluminum and beverage 
containers, soiled paper towels, compost, plastic wrap. These can be emptied into the large city-
provided bins every day. Have a blue box in every area in which paper waste is generated - home 
office, students' study desk, etc. When full, these blue box 

59 Reduce , reuse recycle in that order.   I reuse vegetable bags for kitty litter scooping.. 

60 Go to the recycling depor 

61 
use glass jars to store foodstuffs after buying them. thrift stores usually carry variety of sizes to 
use. 

62 
No tip, people don't need to be told what to do.  People can make intelligent decision on their 
own. 

63 Reuse when/whatever you can.  Avoid packaging in the first place 

64 Collect rain water or leftover water in your kettle for plants. Buy bulk and bring your own bags 

65 Use sellers that refill your containers 

66 Keep an eye on how much plastic you're actually throwing into the landfill, you'd be surprised 

67 just stick to a recycling plan and don't falter. 

68 How to set up a comprehensive garbage, green and recycling sorting system. 

69 Ask stores to ask their suppliers to reduce packaging. 

70 
Embrace reusable items. A decent sized purse can fit a folding shopping bag and a reusable 
cutlery set. 



71 Cloth bags for shopping 

72 Reuse and repurpose glass, plastic and metal containers 

73 Wrap your gifts in resusable items and flatten your recycling items like cardboard and containers 

74 Reduce.  Organize.  Plan for a GREEN future 

75 Compost everything organgic 

76 
use paper bags for produce instead of plastic - check by the mushrooms, and make sure the 
cashier knows you've got spuds in there 

77 remind them to rinse out their recylables 

78 Vote for NW Progressives on the next election 

79 Shop less, and support businesses that reduce packaging 

80 Buy less 

81 none, council won't listen to us anyway 

82 Up until now the depot has been a huge part of recycling habits. 

83 
Rethink shopping habits and focus on selecting items that either avoid packaging all together or 
are packaged in materials that are recyclable curbside (ie: buy eggs in pulp egg carton rather 
than styrofoam / plastic egg cartons) 

84 
Bring your own (bag, cup, mug) and BOYCOTT businesses that do not change service delivery 
(yes, including bubble tea houses!!) 

85 Wash and reuse - everything.  Weird but possible. 

86 Buy long lasting items and items not heavily packaged 

87 
refuse to buy products, such as fresh produce, that are prepackaged - tomatoes don't need to be 
in a plastic container 

88 Do it for the kids! 

89 We are all doing our part now our city must help us do better. 

90 resist the urge to buy single use items 

91 
Use your green bin as frequently as possible. Amazing how little garbage you generate when you 
are not throwing food waste into the garbage. 

92 
Refuse plastic, single use materials wherever possible. Carry a reusable water bottle, coffee cup 
and carry your own metal utensils. 

93 Vote these councilors and mayor out. 

94 
Using reusable containers, bags, cutlery, and straws (especially whenever going out to eat; bring 
your own container instead of using those styrofoam takeout ones), and to ditch plastic wrap. 

95 

Protest the city's decision to close our recycling depot. My family's waste reduction was 
significantly reduced when the city introduced the green/blue bins.  Every 2 weeks I make a trip 
to the depot to recycle materials that are not collected curbside or that don't fit in the bins. The 
majority of our household waste is recyclable. 



96 Don't have one 

97 buy washable veggie bags and keep them in your bag, car as well as a compact large fabric bag. 

98 reusable veggie bags and compact grocery bags that can fit in your bag/purse 

99 
Take reusable containers with you when dining out to out leftovers into. That way you don’t 
need to use foam containers provided by the restaurants 

100 
Take your own recycled takeaway containers from your favourite local restaurant,( Hons) & 
reuse them always 

101 Recycle green waste properly 

102 CHOOSE ITEMS YOU NEED THAT HAS LESS PACKAGING 

103 

This recyscle survey is a whitewash, so council can claim they reached out to the public. This is 
after the fact and useless as council made an ill informed decision and are now trying to justify 
this closed camera decision without previous public input. Best Tip for citizens is dont vote for 
any of this council in the next election. 

104 Not everything is recyclable and reduction 

105 attend a meeting or complete the survey 

106 Empty Yogurt containers make great lunch containers 

107 use cloth bags 

108 Wherever there is a garbage can in your house, have another bin for recycling RIGHT BESIDE it 

109 Vote out this Mayor and councilors in the next election.  Their wages are a waste! 

110 
Community accessible reusable plates and silverware for community events rather than 
disposable 

111 keep separate garbage bins for each type of waste 

112 
Almost everything is recyclable, just inform yourself.  If each person becomes more aware waste 
can be reduced.  Re use, re lurpose, share what you do not need anymore. 

113 
Use your own bags, use your own reusable containers and encourage stores to cut down on 
packaging by demanding less, ie butcher paper wrapped meats at the Same price as meats that 
are styrofoan and plastic wrapped now. 

114 Try to leave over-packaging materials at the store where you purchase them. 

115 think before throwing things in the garbage 

116 Use glass storage containers. Purchase food items in reusable glass containers. 

117 Beeswax wraps instead of Cling Wrap for food storage. 

118 
Reduce comes BEFORE recycling.  Recycling has never been the environmental answer.  Demand 
better from politicians and stores. 

119 
Be mindful while shopping not to buy items with too much packaging . Ie. 3 apples on a 
styrofoam tray and cellophane 

120 ? 



121 
Don’t buy vegetables at Costco.Use reusable washable bags to buy fruits and veggies at grocery 
store 

122 Go to bulk barn and use reusable containers instead of plastic bags 

123 Not much. I just find that by recycling flex plastic that has really reduce my waste. 

124 Buy used clothing. 

125 Please use the recycling bins properly so things don't get tossed! 

126 Buy fewer things 

127 Buy only items that you cannot live without not items that you simply want 

128 
Leave excessive packaging at the place you’re buying it. Take extra boxes and packaging back to 
the amazon warehouse on Braid. 

129 
Leave (or return) excessive packaging at the place you are buying the items rather than bringing 
them home. 

130 
Reduction is not the issue. The city has an obligation to maintain amenities that encourage 
recycling. Moving to an amenity in another community and on the wrong side of a commuter 
clogged corridor will cause a massive reduction of recycling in New West. 

131 
Try to avoid purchasing packages goods and use reusable bags. Use glass cobtainers over and 
larfer bags for the pantry. Plarn if you can knit. We need access to more compost containers 

132 New Westminster doesn’t want to be green except in mayors speeches 

133 
Using newspaper to line your green bin. I used to use paper towel which is a new product I was 
adding to the landfill, vs I receive the paper weekly already 

134 
When you're going out for dinner, bring some Tupperware along. It might feel weird at first, but 
I've never had a restaurant server look askance. In fact they usually love it! 

135 

Waste reduction is not the issue in NW. The close proximity of a recycling depot is what 
facilitates residents to participate in a waste reduction program. The City is making a huge 
mistake in closing the recycling depot and my tip to other households is to continue to insist that 
we have a recycling depot located within NW. 

136 
When I shop I try to be mindful of the packaging. Is it recyclable? Is there a product with less 
packaging waste? 

137 Buy less abd waste less 

138 Use the share & thrive Facebook group. Ask for items you need before you rush out to buy them. 

139 make an effective meal plan and follow it so less food is spoiled and discarded 

140 Avoid single-use items and poor quality items that need to be replaced frequently 

141 None 

142 Bring your own reusble containers for leftovers at restaurants and reusable straws 

143 If you can poke your finger through plastic than it is strechey plastic 

144 Provide your own shopping and produce bags - and compost kitchen scraps! 

145 Create an organization system ahead of time to avoid having to sort large amounts. 



146 Keep up same standards 

147 Use less plastic 

148 
Bring your own shopping and produce bags, shop at local farmer's markets, and compost kitchen 
scraps! 

149 
Removing the ends of tin cans so the cans can be squashed completely saving space in recycling 
containers 

150 Prevent buying things that generate waste 

151 Not sure 

152 Bring your own supermarket bags. Use reusable plastic bottles. 

153 Keep doing it. It helps. 

154 Be mindful what you buy 

155 Use paper bags 

156 Have multiple bins to sort right at home 

157 Compost everything you can! 

158 None. 

159 Bring reusable bags everywhere 

160 Less plastic bags in the organic. 

161 Don't buy Cheap stuff that will be garbage or recycling quickly 

162 Think about the consequences of your garbage 

163 Buy less, take your own containers and bags, less home delivery 

164 Do it properly or it doesn’t work 

165 Less take out 

166 Try not to order as many products on line. 

167 I give my cans to binders in my alley to save room in blue box which is always full 

168 Compost as much as possible. If something can be either recycled or composted, compost it. 

169 Don’t buy what you don’t need 

170 Green waste bins are great 

171 Make time and space for it 

172 Eat what you buy 

173 No plastic bags for veggies and bring your own container to restaurants 



174 
Buy reusable products (silicone straws, reusable sandwich and freezer bags, mesh produce bags, 
reusable grocery bags, refill centre) 

175 Have a designated bin 

176 Don’t order take out 

177 Buy items with less packaging 

178 
The New to You thrift shop in Sapperton takes clothing, books, linens, housewares for resale 
proceed to RCH Aux. to buy equipment and provide patient comfort to hospital 

179 Reuse as much as possible and require manufacturers to make their products to handle reuse. 

180 This is an insulting question. 

181 Recycle your food waste into the compost container 

182 
Band together in groups to collect plastic, styrofoam and other household waste that can be 
dropped at the depot and take turns dropping it off. 

183 refuse bags and packaging at store when you buy goods. 

184 Use cotton bags for buying fruit snd vegetables 

185 Cloth shopping bags 

186 
This survey is probably one of the most frustrating things ive ever read.  Everyone knows to shop 
smarter and buy less products with plastic or packaging. the issues the community has is you 
removing a key recycling facility without ever thinking how it will affect the community. 

187 support the Refill store on Carnarvon 

188 Avoid purchasing produce in plastuc 

189 Respect your neighbors & sort out your trash 

190 Don't buy stuff you don't need. 

191 Don’t be lazy, stop buying plastic bags for home refuse and recycle. 

192 Banning all plastic 

193 Do not use the plastic bags for vegetables at the grocery store. 

194 Go to council meetings 

195 It's possible to recycle when you can build it into your day. 

196 Not use plastuc 

197 Make it convenient for residents 

198 Na 

199 Buy products with less packaging 

200 Buy things that have less packaging 



201 Don’t buy wrapped things. 

202 Reuse, and buy used items off Craigslist 

203 Not sure 

204 Reusable containers 

205 Keep the recycling yard 

206 Stop buying products with excessive packaging 

207 Use recyclable bags instead of plastics 

208 Reduce garbage. Recycle as much as u can. Compost whatever u can 

209 Blister packs 

210 R cycle 

211 Sort as you go 

212 Only buy what you need 

213 Stop the accumulation and recycle regularly. 

214 Those ikea front loading bins are awesome recycling bins 

215 Use reusable containers 

216 Wrap household compostables in news paper to keep your bin fresh 

217 Buy bulk 

218 Reuse 

219 
Make sure the products you put in compost (green bin) are able to be composted. Including the 
bags you are using to hold your food scraps etc. 

220 I want a second blue bin for my house 

221 make sure the products in the compost are proper for compost. 

222 You are supposed to recycle electronics 

223 Take bags with you when shopping. Reuse single use plastic as much as possible. 

224 Green waste reduces garbage 75% 

225 None 

226 Recycle more 

227 Adequately separate waste 

228 Use cotton bags that can be washed 

229 Buy items that have reduced packaging and bring your own containers. 



230 Recycle 

231 Don’t close this place 

232 Buy/use reusable produce bags and containers, shop in bulk 

233 Learn to effectively compost 

234 Recycle 

235 Recycle and re-use 

236 Buy bulk 

237 Just chuck it in the garbage 

238 lobby stores to reduce packaging 

239 Recycle 

240 
I made a new year's resolution not to use plastic bags at all and so carry two nylon bags with me 
and use them for all purchases including clothing stores, take out, deli's, etc. 

241 
Being mindful of grocery purchases = purchasing fresh, albeitore expensive, usually leads to 
reduction in packaging 

242 Try to buy products with minimal packaging. 

243 Don’t consume anything. 

244 Always keep reusable shopping bags and metal straws in the bag. 

245 
In condos, talk to your strata about accepting more items. "We don't have room" isn't 
acceptable... there's always spaces eg re-purpose a couple of visitors parking stalls 

246 Store glass containers in the car to reduce bringing home plastic containers from restaurants. 

247 
Compost as much food waste as possible. This greatly reduces household garbage. However, 
please remember not to put compost in plastic bags, only compostable bags. 

248 Waste less, recycle more 

249 n/a 

250 Think about the waste you bring into your household before actually making a purchase. 

251 
Education on what can and can’t be recycled since all jurisdictions are different and what was 
allowable one Edmonton is not allowable here (in fact of all the places I have lived this area 
allows the least amounts to be recycled). 

252 
Stop buying stuff to throw away like paper towels, paper napkins and plastic bags; use rags, cloth 
napkins and use Reusable containers, recycled grocery bags. 

253 
If you buy produce and use the plastic bags that the grocery store(s) provide, wash them out and 
reuse them until they get holes in them... and then recycle them with other plastic bags at your 
local Safeway or similar store! 

254 
Bring your own bags when shopping. Educate yourself on the many things that can go in the 
green waste bin. Avoid buying overpacked items. 

255 Bring in less to none plastic bags, compost as much as you can. Reuse items if possible. 



256 
Reduce the amount of plastic bags, straws, compost as much as you can, reuse what you can. 
And don’t buy things you don’t need. 

257 Re using food scraps in unique ways, stock, fertilizer 

258 Listen to the taxpayers, they want a new depot in New Westminster 

259 Don't buy bottled water 

260 Wash everything before putting in recycling. 

261 N/A 

262 Kitchen scraps smell less when container is kept in freezer. 

263 
Break down boxes, milk cartons, etc. I see recycling bins overflowing, however, items are not 
broken down to make more room 

264 ban plastic bags in all stores in the city - they do that in Hawaii and it works 

265 Please recycle as much as possible 

266 Please recycle 

267 A STEP BY STEP GUIDE ON EXACTLY WHICH ITEMS ARE AND ARE NOT ACCEPTED. 

268 Continue to use clean green for kitchen food scraps etc. 

269 Do not buy at costco 

270 Alway use reusable bag. Or alway keep a place in your purse with a grocery bag in it. 

271 look for products with less packaging 

272 
Check if the store takes packaging back like London Drugs and have a box in the car to put 
batteries and lightbulb so that when you're out normally you can drop them off at London Drugs 
or other places. 

273 Compost bins. Even  small ones. Take a lot  of stuff 

274 break down all your materials! 

275 Buy less. 

276 In Germany residence  are allowed have small trash burners for supplying heat for their homes 

277 Take your reusable bags shopping 

278 wash and re-use your ziplock bags. 

279 Demand less plastic packaging 

280 always have a roll up reusable bag with you - in your purse or pocket 

281 Flatten or cut up cardboard, takes up less space in the bin. 

282 
New Westminster is not a green city. Instead of starting green initiatives, they are taking them 
away 



283 Make our recycling easier to get at IN New Westminster!!!  Listen to the people!! 

284 Bulk stores like bulk barn and the refill store are located in New West 

285 If it isn't easy to reduce, reuse, or recycle, just put it in the black bin. 

286 Scale back the pool plans, and keep the depot. 

287 I love my mesh produce bags. 

288 Report illegal dumping and improper garbage disposal to the city. 

289 
stop the consumer mentality, and insist that all things should be repairable or rebuildable from 
the getgo.... and that packaging is all recyclable. 

290 Refuse plastic bags. 

291 
Have a proper recycling program set up. Oh wait that’s your job, major fail city of new west, 
major fail. 

292 Clean your fridge on a regular basis 

293 Not bagging produce in grocery aisle helps reduce plastic bag consumption 

294 Don’t use plastic bags 

295 don't accept costco samples that u need plastic utensils to eat with 

296 
Have someone in your building or on your block champion a recycling program where you collect 
items and take them to the depot together. 

297 
don't dump recyclables/hazardous materials in regular garbage which will inevitably happen now 
due to the myopic decision of city staff to close the depot and replace it an area that requires a 
nightmare drive to get to and from 

298 
buy more fresh fruit and veggies that are not in any sort of package; stay aways from products 
with a lot of packaging 

299 Purchase items that have little to no packaging so no waste is created. 

300 Wash your recycling. Don't put dirty or greasy material in recycle bins. 

301 Be mindful of unnecessary packaging 

 

Which neighbourhood do you live in? 

Respondents: 461 

Choice Percentage Count  

Brow of the Hill 9.76% 45   

Connaught Heights 1.08% 5   

Downtown 4.77% 22   

Glenbrooke North 9.33% 43   



Massey Victory Heights 10.85% 50   

Moody Park 7.38% 34   

Quayside 2.82% 13   

Queen’s Park 12.80% 59   

Queensborough 1.30% 6   

Sapperton 25.60% 118   

Victoria Hill Ginger Drive 4.99% 23   

West End 7.81% 36   

Not sure 0.43% 2   

I don’t live in New West 1.08% 5   

Total 100% 461  

 

I live in a: 

Respondents: 457 

Choice Percentage Count  

Single-family home 63.68% 291   

Secondary suite in a single-family home 2.63% 12   

Multi-family unit (apartment, condo, 
townhome) 

32.82% 150 
  

Other – please specify 0.88% 4   

Total 100% 457  

 

# Other – please specify 

1 im on a boat 

2 With roommate 

3 Apartment 

4 single family home with a basement suite 

 

 



What are your connections to the City? (select all that apply) 

Respondents: 458 

Choice Percentage Count  

Renter 15.72% 72   

Home Owner 81.22% 372   

Student 3.49% 16   

Employee 8.95% 41   

Business Owner 5.02% 23   

Other – please specify 3.93% 18   

Total 100% 458  

 

# Other – please specify 

1 Advisory committee rep 

2 Tax payer 

3 Raising our family 

4 Strata council member 

5 work in the city 

6 ... 

7 Spouse works for the city 

8 Taxpayer and VOTER 

9 Job in New West too 

10 volunteer on  committee 

11 Born, raised, live in New Westminster. 

12 Work in New West 

13 extended family of homeowner 

14 Consumer, taxpayer, user of recreational facilities, volunteer 

15 Resident 

16 Resident 

17 Investor 



18 been a resident for nearly 30 years 

 

What is your age group? 

Respondents: 459 

Choice Percentage Count  

19 & under 1.09% 5   

20 – 34 years 10.89% 50   

35 – 49 years 26.80% 123   

50 – 64 years 38.13% 175   

65 & older 19.83% 91   

Prefer not to say 3.27% 15   

Total 100% 459  

 


